
Your Organisational Review
A process to collect, analyse, interpret and 
feed back data to help you strengthen your 
organisation.
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Our Process 
The Organisation Review is a process to assess the effectiveness and 

resilience of your organisation.

Your coach collects data using several surveys, as well as face to 

face interviews. The objective is to develop insights and intelligence 

about your business so that, with the support of your coach, you can 

strengthen your business.

The information collected gives you a snapshot of your business’s 

health across the whole system. Your coach will then help you decide 

what to start working on now to transform your business.
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The success of your business is a reflection of you. An important step 

in the process is to help you and your coach identify your leadership 

strengths and weaknesses.

To do this, we assess your leadership behaviours, interpersonal skills 

and commitment by you:

Completing a 363 for Leaders Profile assessment.

Having a face to face interview with your coach.

Receiving feedback from other members of your leadership team.

Being observed leading a team meeting

Execute DiSC Leadership 363
As a Leader, you are influenced by many factors like your character, life 

experiences, cognitive abilities and maturity.

DiSC 363 for Leaders is a tool which focuses on the interpersonal 

aspects of leadership, assessing eight different approaches based on 

the answers given by your peers and direct reports. A great Leader 

will have competency in all eight. By understanding where you are 

challenged, you discover what you need to work on to lead others 

more effectively. 

Step 1.

Assess Owner Effectiveness  
as a Leader

Let’s understand...
	Strategies to improve your 

leadership effectiveness.

	Focused, balanced, and 

constructive feedback on 

your leadership style that 

allows for growth and 

learning.
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Whether your organisation has one or multiple owners, alignment of 

the owners’ aspirations is critical.

These interviews unearth how aligned owners are on the organisation’s 

Purpose and Vision. If you don’t agree on why you exist and where you 

want to be in three to five years, your organisation will likely struggle to 

achieve what you initially set out to do.

In this interview, we also drill into the owners’ aspirations for future 

ownership. Do you want to set the business up for sale? Do you want 

to keep the company in the family? Do you want to look at employee 

ownership models?

Let’s discover...
	What your personal 

aspirations are 

	Aspirations for growth

	Appetite for risk

	How aligned you are on 

the organisation’s goals

	How aligned you are on 

future ownership

Step 2.

Establish Owners' Alignment
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ADAPT Team Assessment
The single biggest element that supports your business success is the 

effectiveness of your Leadership Team.

How effective is your 

Leadership Team?

Our team model 

highlights six attributes 

of an effective team. 

Each of these attributes 

plays an important role 

in ensuring the team is 

cohesive, productive and 

accountable.

Trust and Psychological 

Safety is around the 

outside of the model as 

building trust within your 

team is continuous work. Not a set and forget exercise.  

The results identify where you are performing well as a team and 

where there is work to be done. 

Step 3.

Measure Effectiveness of your 
Leadership Team
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Each Team Assessment has 
a summary of results, and 

detailed results per attribute.
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Face to Face Interviews with the 
Leadership Team
In these interviews, our coaches ask each 

member of your Leadership Team a 

series of questions to gain more insights 

into the behaviours of individuals and 

the team as a whole.

In our experience, even the most 

effective teams will have some areas 

that need addressing, and often these 

face to face interviews are where we 

unearth what those areas are.

Unearth Motivations
To assess a Leader’s motivations, we use the ADAPT Career Valuation 

tool.

The tool helps Leaders challenge their philosophy on work and ask 

themselves questions about the very important intangibles. 

By capturing your 

motivations we can 

determine your current job 

satisfaction.

Identify Key Organisation Functions 
Leaders often struggle to reach alignment on how their organisation 

functions and where accountabilities lie.

Given that, we aim to uncover your view of the Key Organisation 

Functions and assess the teams’ alignment on who owns what.

If everyone aligns on what these Key Organisation Functions are, it is 

easier to highlight where there are inefficiencies or roadblocks in the 

system which inhibit continuous improvement and innovation.

Let’s capture...
	Five to seven Key Organisation Functions

	Who is accountable for each 

	Who leads which function
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DiSC Assessment
When measuring 

effectiveness of your 

Leadership Team, we 

invite you all to complete 

a DiSC Workplace Profile, 

a self-assessment tool 

used to improve work 

productivity, teamwork and 

communication. The DiSC 

model highlights that ‘we 

are all different’ and provides 

a common language that 

people can use to understand 

themselves better and adapt 

their behaviour with others.

DiSC profiles will help you and your team:

Increase your self-knowledge: how you respond to conflict, what 

motivates you, what causes you stress and how you solve problems

Improve working relationships by recognising the communication 

needs of team members

Facilitate better teamwork and teach productive conflict

Manage more effectively by understanding the needs and priorities of 

employees and team members

Become more self-knowledgeable, well-rounded and effective leaders

As part of presenting the results in Step 5, your coach will complete a 

debrief of DiSC with the Leadership Team.

Leadership Team Meeting Effectiveness 
We observe a Leadership Team meeting so we can develop further 

insights into how effective the team is. This gives us a way of seeing 

first hand the behaviours and processes currently embedded in your 

business.

Let's observe the...
Productive (and unproductive) behaviours within the team

 Structure and flow of your meetings

 How you capture outcomes and actions

 How actions from the last meeting are reviewed

 Handling of issues and things that need discussion

 Decision making process
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Resilient Business Assessment
The Resilient Business Assessment collects quantitative data from 

everyone in the business. The results are divided into Leader and 

Employee results, allowing you to compare the two.

Healthy Culture
An organisation’s culture is the shared assumptions, values and beliefs 

that determine how people behave. Any group of people who come 

together regularly will develop a culture – some will be positive and 

constructive and some will be less so. Intentionally building a healthy 

culture is at the core of the ADAPT Way.

A healthy culture is critical to a businesses ability to be effective and 

adaptive for long-term sustainability. 

Economic Engine
Your economic engine is at the heart of your business. If it isn’t robust 

and viable – it is likely there will be no business at all! The way you 

engage, deliver and support your customers is so important and can 

be the differentiating factor between you and other organisations 

offering the same product or service in the market.

Step 4.

Assess your Business Resilience
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Organisation Design
Organisation design is how people and work are organised so that the 

work that needs doing now to implement the organisation’s strategy 

is prioritised. It provides clarity around accountability and supports the 

focus required to achieve results.

Many organisations have evolved around some  people, like you as an 

owner or  leaders. While they do a lot of work, there is often limited 

role clarity which makes solving  people risks and handover to others 

difficult. Organisation design ensures that information, knowledge 

and workflow are captured and easily viewed across the system.

Financial Security
In a resilient organisation, it is important there is a high level of 

business literacy. It isn’t just the responsibility of the ‘finance 

department’ or an external accountant to manage, it is the 

responsibility of all leaders to have access to, and be able to recall, 

the critical numbers, and that these are transparent to the entire 

organisation.

Do you have sound financial management? Do you have robust cash-

flow and P&L forecasting? Is there a healthy capital position/security? 

Are  financial indicators understood and communicated to all?

As well as the survey questions, we do an onsite assessment with the 

person accountable for Financial Security. The findings from these 

onsite interviews give us a good indication of your financial literacy 

and level of sophistication when it comes to  forecasting,  customer 

risk, etc.

We collate all of the results 
on our four zone canvas. The 

results are displayed for 
Leaders and Employees so you 

can compare the two.
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The final piece of the process 

is for us to review all of the 

inputs, analyse the data, and 

produce a report on what we 

have discovered about your 

business. 

This report is presented to 

your Leadership Team in a 

workshop by your coach.

This is an interactive 

workshop where we ask 

for your continued input, 

building up a picture of your 

organisation. 

Let’s analyse...
What are your business 

strengths?

What are your business 

weaknesses?

Where do you have the 

biggest problems?

Where should you start?

How will you be successful?

How will you measure that?

The workshop concludes by 

discussing the next steps. What 

can this journey over the next 

eighteen months look like for 

YOUR organisation, based on YOUR 

results?

Separately, as part of presenting the 

results, we do a complete debrief of 

363 for Leaders with the Owner. 

Example report 
showing some of 
the data we capture 
in our face to face 
interviews

Step 5.

Present Your Results
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